CBS PROGRESS- OCTOBER 2021
PRINCIPAL ADDRESS
It has been an exciting and smooth start to what promises to be a
fantastic school-year.
LC Results
Congratulations to our Leaving Certificate Class of 2021. After an
unprecedented two years, the commitment and resilience shown by
our students is highly commendable. We congratulate you on your
academic achievements which are based on the hard work,
willingness and enthusiasm you have applied so diligently to your
studies.
Extra-Curricular & Co-Curricular
Learning is not just about lessons in our classrooms, so it is great to
see the return of extra-curricular activities. Term 1 in CBS included:
rugby, hurling, debating, sustainability and climate actions plan,
green schools, amber flag, surfing, basketball, soccer tournament,
adventure waterpark, spikeball and Ballyhoura trek to mention a few!
It’s great to see the boys extend their skills and experience new
activities.
Enrolment for 1st Year 2022
The Admissions Policy and enrolment forms are available on the
school website. Applications are accepted up to, and including 29th
October 2021 after which letters of offer will be issued.
Enjoy the mid-term break, and we look forward to the safe return of
our school community.
Andrea Murphy
Principal
We Care ,We show Respect, We are Responsible
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WANT TO SUBSCRIBE ??
by S.Costello (Teacher)

CBS progress is a E newsletter that is issued in each school term. If
you would like to subscribe to our school E newsletter,please email
info@cbscharleville.com and request to be added - leave your name
along with email address to which you wish to receive E newsletter .
If you would like to keep up to date more regularly, we are on
Facebook at "CBS Charleville" and also on Twitter @cbscharleville .
Wishing you all a happy and safe break.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

CBS CELEBRATES LC AND LCA RESULTS
By S Costello (Teacher)

Our recently graduated Leaving Certificate students of 2020-2021 received their results in early September .Well
done and congratulations to you all. We are extremely proud of all that you achieved. This is the reward for all
your efforts throughout the past number of years in CBS .It is an exciting time for you and there are enormous
possibilities ahead.
From this year group :
25% achieved 500 + points
60% achieved 400 + points
All students in Higher level Maths secured the bonus 25 points
Over 60% achieved distinction in LCVP.
Our LCA students did exceptionally well with 60% of students getting over 85% (Distinction)
Students and their families have displayed great resilience in what has been a difficult experience in the last two
school years and all at CBS wish all of those who received their results every success and happiness as they embark
on the next stage in their journey.
I would also like to pay tribute to the enormous amount of work put into this year’s Leaving Certificate. Teachers,
principals and schools have shown enormous dedication and assistance in supporting both the process of
Accredited Grades and the examinations. Well done to all involved.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

CBS CELEBRATES CAO OFFERS WITH THE CLASS OF
2021
By Ms.S.Costello (Teacher)

Hearty Congratulations to all our students from the class of 2021 on their Leaving Certificate results and CAO
offers. It was a great morning in CBS celebrating and to acknowledge all their hard work and commitment over
the years. A lot of very proud teachers came along to join our celebration. Special mention to all of the teachers
and parents who helped the boys to reach this important day in their lives . Well done everyone . Please find
below some of the universities and courses our LC class of 2021 have gone on to pursue

Business
Engineering
Ag Science
Psychology and disruptive technologies
Law and French
Accounting
Law and Accounting
Speech and Language Therapy
Accounting
Commerce
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LIT
CIT
NUIG
DCU
UCC
UCC
UL
NUIG
UCC
UCC

TEACHING AND LEARNING AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

CBS SCHOLARSHIP FOR TOP LEAVING CERTIFICATE
RESULTS 2021
By

S Costello (Teacher)

Congratulations to Killian Cagney on receiving the CBS Scholarship for the Top Leaving Certificate Results for
the class of 2021. The presentation was made by the Chairperson of the Board of Management Mr.Pat Savage.
Killian is studying Accounting in University College Cork. An incredible achievement Killian, we are so proud.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

HIGH ACHEIVERS AT CBS CHARLEVILLE
By S Costello (Teacher)
.Special congratulations to Robert Troy (TY) who has been accepted into the Early University programme in
DCU. This is a dual enrolment programme that allows students with high academic ability to study course
modules from 1st year degree programmes at DCU. Robert will follow the Engineering module and sit the
exam / assessment at the end of the semester. This programme is designed to be academically challenging and
will require much of Robert in terms of personal study, organization and self-discipline. We are extremely
proud of Robert and will support him in everyway we can.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

LEAVING CERT GEOGRAPHY TRIP - TAKING LEARNING OUTSIDE THE
CONFINES OF THE CLASSROOM
by L.O'Mahony (Teacher)

Ms. O Mahony took her Leaving Cert Geography students on a field trip to Garretstown Beach Co.Cork on
Monday 4th October accompanied by Ms.S Costello and Mr.G Mullins. As part of their Leaving Cert Geography
course, they are required to submit a written report on the field-trip which accounts for 20% of their Leaving Cert
Geography result. They investigated processes of coastal transportaion and deposition and how these processes
shape our coastline. The weather on the day was wonderful and students got to enjoy and participate fully in
using the various geographical instruments such as anemometers, compasses, Vernier callipers and quadrants.
This trip was deemed essential as it is a compulsory part of their Leaving Certificate course .After our field
research, we got a surf lesson and tested our skills on the water. A very enjobale day was had by all.
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1ST YEAR & TY GEOGRAPHY TRIP TO AILLWEE CAGES
by S.Costello (Teacher)

1st and TY students enjoyed a trip to Aillwee caves as part of their Geography Module. This is located in the heart
of the Burren Region of County Clare . Students got indept information on the carbonation process involved in
the formation of these spectacular underground features and learnt about stalagtites, stalagmites and pillars. After
this students got to experience a Birds of Prey exhibition and stopped by Poulnabrone to see a Portal Tomb on
the way home. A great day out was had by all !!
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LCA INDUCTION BALLYHASS LAKES
by C.Merrick (Teacher)

Our LCA students headed off to Ballyhass Lakes at 9.00 on the 20th of September under the supervision of Ms.
Maria Kelly and Ms. Carol Merrick. First up was the team Building activity. The students were introduced to an
obstacle course which required team work to successfully complete the course and graduate to the next activity.
On completion of the team building exercise our students were introduced to the Aquapark. Wildly excited, our
students changed into the water gear provided by the Centre and took the plunge! By far the best activity of the
day. The students were given a number of graded water challenges. The emphasis was teamwork. The challenges
given required the students to work as team players. Failure to do so resulted in the students spending more time
trying to complete a challenge and delaying graduating to the next task. On completion of the Aqua water
challenges the students were given time for lunch. Finally, the most daunting of challenges awaited our students,
The Leap Of faith challenge. This activity required precise teamwork and cooperation to ensure that each student
successfully completed the challenge. It was not for the faint hearted! Students were harnessed to a safety rope
controlled by their teammates. They were given the task of climbing a large pole, several feet high. When they
reached the top, they had to maneuver themselves onto a small wooden platform. From this platform they were
required to take the leap of faith, jumping off the raised platform into midair where they then attempted to grab a
suspended bar that enabled them to swing in the air. Once on the suspended bar they were challenged to impress
their teammates by performing as many pull ups as they were physically capable off. Needless to say, those afraid
of heights were forced to face their fears, encouraged by their teammates to give it a go
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TRANSITION YEAR

TY INDUCTION
by R.Troy (Student)

In early September , the Transition Year students had their annual Induction Day in the Charleville Park Hotel.
The day began with a welcoming from TY year head, Ms. Mulroe. She outlined the year ahead and encouraged us
to put our best foot forward. Next we had a short break with food kindly supplied by the hotel. After lunch we
had two guest speakers sharing their experience about motivation and the importance of perseverance. The guest
speakers were Ray Lee of Lee’s Centra and Pat Savage from the Board of Management. Both were very
interesting and offered great tips on staying motivated. In the evening we had group bonding with Mr. Hogan
and Ms. Merrick. Several activities were held and great fun was had by all.
On behalf of TY student’s, we would like to thank the Charleville Park Hotel for hosting us and the guest speakers
Ray Lee and Pat Savage for taking the time to talk to us. We are all looking forward to a great year packed with
activities for our TY group.
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TRANSTION YEAR

TY WELL BEING -TY MOUNTAIN BIKING TRIP
TO THE BALLYHOURAS
by Michael Sheehan (TY Student)

Recently our Transition Years students headed for the Ballyhouras. We departed early and many faces were
tired looking. We brought a packed lunch and some water. The weather was picture perfect for a biking trip.We
were all given bikes, shown how to use them correctly and then given our helmets. All the class completed the
skills course so that the instructors knew we were able to try the rest of the courses.
Once everyone cleared it two or three times, we were given the all clear to go onto the green trail, it was
hilarious hearing the screams in front of you as someone forgot how to use their brakes.The green trail was
mostly forestland, it was decently fast with not too many banking turns, it got everyone used to using
everything the instructors told us, it was either that or fall head first into some brambles.
We got to the end of said trail and then saw a monstrous hill and fifteen minute walk waiting for us.
The walk would have been many times more manageable if it wasn't roasting hot and majority uphill. However
this long trek was rewarded with downhill slopes, banking turns and high adrenaline jumps for those who were
brave enough to try them.
The wooden bridge was fairly thin and above ground so if you fell down it would be a very difficult job getting
back up, thankfully only two or three fell in. There was one moment when I personally was taking the bankturns a little too fast for my inexperienced skillset and almost fell down what seemed at the time, a cliff edge. I
wasn’t too brave after that near shock. Everyone enjoyed it. The laughing and screaming were by far the
highlight of that trip, the sweating and clipping of tree branches were less inviting!
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TY DRAMA
by

M.Mulroe (Teacher)

AS part of Transition Year we plan to stage a drama festival in March. Each group will preform two plays each.
One play in each group will involve a mixture of technology ( pre recorded work) and live performance. The
second play for each group calls for adaptation of the same source material. The students will learn devising and
engage in creative writing. The staged performance will draw from physical theatre traditions so by the end of
the year the students will have a good grounding in many aspects of Theatre making. These plays are callsed
“Ozymandias “ by Jack Nurse & Robbie Gordon and “Hold out your Hand” . These will be performed in March
2022.
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OPEN EVENING SUCCESS AT CBS CHARLEVILLE

by S.Costello (Teacher)

CBS Charleville is celebrating the success of its annual Open Evening , hosted on Tuesday 5th October , 2021.
This was particularly unique as it was the first Open evening where 6th class boys and their parents had to book
their time slot so as to abide by HSE guidelines and limit numbers in the school at any one time . CBS Charleville
extended a warm welcome to parents and their sons from various feeder schools across North Cork and South
Limerick.
In her impassioned address to the parents and pupils, Principal Andrea Murphy stated, “We welcome and achieve
excellence for all young people in a truly inclusive community”. She informed prospective parents and students
of the €4 million extension recently approved by the Department of education and how CBS achieves excellence
through the dedicated efforts of staff and students.
Expertly led by current Transition Year Students , pupils and parents were taken on a tour of the school, where
they had the opportunity to experience the vibrancy of the school. Spectacular science experiments, innovative
woodwork projects , hands on horticulture activities and dynamic sports performances were just some of the
activities enjoyed by the pupils.
The warm and dynamic rapport between the staff and pupils at CBS Charleville and the excellent standard of
teaching and learning was palpable, making it clear to see why this is one of the top-performing schools in North
Cork.
We would like to give huge thanks to the students, teachers and members of the Parents’ Council, who had a hand
in making the evening the huge success that it was. We would also like to thank the incoming first years and their
parents for giving us their time and their attention and we look forward to welcoming you to the school in
September 2022! Submission of applications closes on October 29th.
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ASD NEWS C.B.S SENSORY GARDEN
HORTICULTURE ‘A VEHICLE FOR LEARNING’
By M.Kelly (Teacher)
In September 2020, the first ASD (Austism Spectrum Disorder) class was established within Charleville CBS
Secondary school. Our ASD class reflects the inclusive ethos of Charleville CBS which is based on the belief that
students with special needs should receive their education within the most supportive environment. This focus
on realising the full potential of each individual student will endeavour to develop the students’ life skills and
prepare them for life after school.
The new educational space comprises a state-of-the-art classroom, purposely designed to support children with
ASD, who are experiencing or would experiencedifficulty in a mainstream class setting, to access the curriculum
and maximise their potential for learning and personal development. It will cater for a maximum of six students.
It includes a fully fitted kitchen, individual workstations, a quiet area with beanbags, interactive whiteboard and
general work space.
As part of the National Framework of Qualifications , schools can provide Level 2 Learning Programmes (L2LPs)
suited for students with general learning disabilities in the higher functioning moderate and low functioning
mild categories. L2LPs are designed only for students who are not accessing some or all of curriculum
specifications aligned with Level 3 National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ). In collaboration with Mr Reidy,
we developed a Junior Cycle Level 2 short course that promotes the development of personal, social and
practical skills in the context of learning about Horticulture and Environmental Sustainability.
Our vision is that horticulture will inspire children; encouraging them to be inquisitive about the world; working
outdoors on the school grounds nurtures their innate curiosity and enables them to develop a range of skills that
are useful across their learning both now and in their future lives.

We are embarking on an ambitious project to build a school sensory garden that will be located beside our
polytunnel. There is a range of evidence that supports the idea that regular contact with nature can benefit a wide
range of children including those on the autistic spectrum, those with emotional and behavioural difficulties and
those with learning problems. Our sensory garden will include a number of zoned areas which will address a
number of sensory needs.
Seedling plants & herbs to create colourful sensory zones in the new play space. This will appeal to the
student’s sense of sight, taste, touch & smell.
Sheltered seating area.
Water features and chimes.
Raised beds.
New pathways connecting the sensory garden to existing pathways.
Hexagon timber sensory surface that will include: play sand, washed pebbles, corrugated piping and barch
mulch.

●
●
●
●
●
●
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CONT
ASD NEWS C.B.S SENSORY GARDEN
HORTICULTURE ‘A VEHICLE FOR LEARNING’
By M.Kelly (Teacher)

We would like to start the groundwork on the sensory garden over midterm. We are calling on the generosity
and expertise of the local community to help us begin this work. We have a limited budget and would like to use
a Meitheal approach where people donate their time, expertise, funds etc to get this project underway.
"It takes a village to raise a child" is an African proverb that means that an entire community of people must
provide for and interact positively with children for those children to experience and grow in a safe and healthy
environment.
We are extremely grateful to all those who have supported this project to date. We would not be able to embark
on this project without their help. We look forward to your support and working together to create this much
needed space in our school.
If interested and feel that you would like to help, please contact Ms. Maria Kelly or Ms. Carol Merrick at
reception@cbscharleville.com
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ROBOTICS CLUB

by M.Kelly Teacher

OUR LEGO CLUB IS IDEAL FOR BUDDING ENGINEERS
LEGO Robotics Club was originally formed to enable students to participate in the annual,
internationally recognised First LEGO League competition. Students compete against other
schools in Cork in a series of challenges around a common theme.
Over the last number of years of LEGO Robotics in the school, our students have taken part in
themes including RePLAY, City Shapers, Into Orbit and currently Cargo Connect, which is based
on global transportation systems.
The club is open to all years and meets regularly to work on the different aspects of the project.
These are the robot game, robot design, programming and innovation project, all whilst
incorporating the Core Values, for example teamwork and fun.
It provides a great way for students to interact and socialise with other students outside their
own year group. It allows them to practice skills such as problem solving, collaborative thinking
and group learning. Additionally, it helps to provide a pathway for students to develop expertise
that can help in future careers such as engineering, physics or technology.
Last year we received a grant from the Institution of Engineering and Technology that enabled us
to purchase three SPIKE Prime Core and Expansion Sets. We are looking forward to competing
in this years competition in the new year.
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OPENING OF YEAR MASS
by C.Merrick (Teacher)

At the start of each new Academic school year we gather together for the first time as a community and celebrate
our Opening of the school year Mass. We chose the theme: “We Are Community”. Our Liturgy was held in the
Holy Cross Parish Church, Charleville.Thankfully the entire student body, staff members and a number of
invited parents were able to attend the mass while observing Covid-19 guidelines.
Celebrants were Canon O’Mahony (our school Chaplain) and Fr. Anthony Sheehan. Canon O’Mahony welcomed
and introduced the theme of the liturgy.`We Are Community”. He acknowledged the variety of faiths within our
school community. He mentioned the founders of the main monothestic faiths,namely, Abraham, Ishmael and
Jesus Christ. In our Cathilic School community all faith and people with no faith are very welcome. Together we
make up the community that is called CBS Charleville. The Formal Welcoming Ceremony of the new First year
Students took place after communion.Ms Murphy, our school Principal, extended a very warm welcome to our
new students.She wished them very success in their learning, emphasisingthat at CBS Charleville we strive for
excellence and work to ensure that each and every student has an opportunity to develop their gifts and talents,
reaching their full potential.
To finish Canon O’Mahony blessed the First year students calling on God’s grace to guide and protect them as
they begin their journey in CBS Charleville. Their year head Mr. Sean Roberts and Mr. Billy Lynch then
presented each first year student with a Edmund Rice bookmarker and CBS crested pencil.
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SUSTAINABILITY AT CBS CHARLEVILLE
by M.Reidy (Teacher)

Over the past two years CBS Secondary school Charleville have embarked on implementing a sustainability and
climate action plan in the school. The first phase of the plan has recently been completed. This phase involved
the construction of 14 large street style timber planters in the car park and pedestrian walkways of the school. The
planters were planted with Pyrus chanticleer trees, under planted with Phormiums, Rudbeckia, Nepeta, Asters and
spring bulbs. These plants were chosen to provide a good source of food for pollinators and seasonal interest
throughout the year. The planters were constructed and planted by students from all year groups under the
guidance of Mr. Michael Reidy. A huge thank you to Charleville Tidy Towns for their ongoing support through
out this project, Mr. Barry McGill for his assistance in the schools construction department and School
Management for their support throughout the build..
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DEBATING AT CBS
By A.Hanley (Teacher)

Here at CBS Charleville we foster the art of argument through debating! Meet our 2021 Debating Team; Robert
Troy, Bill Collins, Eligijus Sveikauskas, Sebastian Blaskovics, Mícheál Sheehan, Conor Barrett, Kevin Shiju, Aqil
Thembani and Kuba Nowaczyk (not pictured).
The League Phase will take place online this year, a challenge that our debating team have embraced and
incorporated into their plans. For the later stages of debates it is hoped to hold some face-to-face debates where
possible. This is dependent on health and safety guidelines and government advice. The league phase will kick off
on the 1st of November, with our first match being held on the 3rd of November against Gorey Community
School, Wexford.
Our team is working very hard for our first debate in which we are proposing the motion: School strikes are an
effective way of getting governments to act on climate change.
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JAMES FITZGERALD PRIMARY SCHOOL HURLING BLITZ
by K.Butler (Teacher)

Charleville CBS hosted their annual James Fitzgerald Primary School Hurling Blitz on the 13th October where 7
local primary schools took part. The Blitz was played in fine spirits with Churchtown NS eventually beating
Liscarroll NS in the Shield final while Charleville CBS Primary won out in the cup final against first time
participants Broadford NS. Well done also to Ballyhea, Shandrum NS and Dromina NS who also took part..
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CBS SPORTS SCHOLARSHIP 2021
by S.Costello (Teacher )

Congratulations to Cian Finucane and Alex Kennedy recipient's of CBS Sports Scholarship programme for 20212022 being presented with their training bags and sports gear. They also received a personal training session with
Cork stars and former students of CBS Tim O'Mahony and Darragh Fitzgibbon. A reminder that scholarship
application forms are to be submitted with Acceptance form. All scholarship applications will be considered and a
minimum of four scholarships will be awarded each academic year. Best of luck to all applicants .
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SENIOR RUGBY
By P.Cronin (Teacher)

Charleville C.B.S
Scoil Mhuire agus Ide, Newcastle West

40
13

Charleville C.B.S advanced to the quarter final of the O’Brien Senior Cup after a comprehensive victory over
Scoil Mhuire agus Ide, Newcastle West.
Charleville started well and had a try within the first 15 minutes thanks to some quick thinking by scrumhalf
David Forde. Kian Smith kicked the conversion to put Charleville into an early lead.
Charleville were in control for most of the half and went 13-0 up after Kian Smith expertly kicked two penalties.
Newcastle West then kicked two penalties of their own to bring the game to 13-6.
Just before the half time break, Charleville reasserted their dominance and crossed the line for another try after
great work by the forward pack. Kian Smith converted his own try and gave Charleville a 20-6 lead going into
halftime.
Charleville continued their dominance in the second half and scored two further tries through brilliant individual
runs by Rory Biggane and Ryan Pitman. Kian Smith successfully converted the two tries and also kicked two
more penalties. Newcastle West did manage to score a consolation try in the last ten minutes but it was too little
too late as Charleville held out for a 27 point victory.
Scorers: Kian Smith (1 try, 4 Conversions, 4 Penalties) David Forde, Ryan Pitman, Rory Biggane (1 try each).
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U16.5 HURLING (CBS V CASTLETROY COLLEGE)
By Eoin O'Mahony

(TY Student)

Castletroy came to Charleville on a fine autumn day for the first schools hurling match in over 18 months.
Charleville raced into a commanding lead with scores from DJ Collins and Conor Horan running them into a 2-4
to 2 points lead. Castletroy would respond through their centre forward striking over a few points to reduce the
deficit. Charleville struggled for scores playing into the wind but some good defending at the back from Niall
Tobin, Joseph Hickey and Sean Bresnihan kept the Castletroy team from taking full control of the game and a
goal from substitute Kieran Aherne would make the sides level coming into the last 20 minutes, 3-11 to 2-14.
Another goal by Dj Collins and a few more points from the likes of Eoin Horgan and Kieran Aherne helped
Charleville to victory on a scoreline of 4-16 to 2-16. This was a good win for the Charleville CBS team as they were
without some players and they fought hard to get over the line agstaint a dogged Castletroy side.
Charleville CBS Team
Rhys Dillon (Charleville) Liam Fitzgibbon (St Kevins) Niall Tobin ( Kilacolla ) Cian O Flynn ( Charleville) Sean
Bresnihan ( Charleville ) Joseph Hickey ( Ballyhea ) Luke Mcinerney ( Newtownshandrum ) Ewan Dillon ( Cois Li
Gaels ) Ian Sheehy ( Granagh Ballingarry ) Eoin Horgan ( Granagh Ballingarry ) Zack Biggane ( Charleville ) Fionn
O Sullivan ( Ballyhea ) Conor Horan ( Ballyhea ) Luiz Paulo Freitas Almeida ( Charleville ) Dj Collins ( Charleville )
Substitutions: Kieran Aherne ( Dromina ) Cillian Cotter ( Kilacolla ) Aaron Deane ( kilacolla ) Jack Baker (
Charleville) Micheal Mortell ( Ballyhea ) Patrick O Flynn ( St Kevins ).
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U16.5 HURLING (CBS V COLAISTE IOSAEF)
By G.Gleeson

(TY Student)

Charleville CBS played Colaiste Iosaef in Kilmallock on Monday 18th of October, in what looked like a very
convincing win in the end. Luiz Paulo opened the scoring with a point, Charlevilles first from play. Eoin
O’Mahony provided lots of runs from deep and added a point with two minutes in. Not long after, Dj Collins
provided a tidy finish into the corner of the goal, netting his first of five goals. Kilmallock responded with a few
frees after that, and at the 15 minute mark, Dj Collins fired in 2 quick goals, with points from Eoin Horgan, Kieran
Murphy and another from Eoin O’Mahony added to the tally. At half time, the score was Charleville CBS 3-10
Colaiste Iosaef Kilmallock 0-04. An exciting first half, with a variety of 5 different scorers.
The 2nd half proved difficult for Kilmallock, and it wasn’t long before a diagonal ball from Eoin O’Mahony was
sent into Dj Collins, as he netted his 4th goal. Zack Biggane got 2 quick points after that.The back line stayed tight
to their men, Sean Bresnan, Joseph Hickey and Ian Sheehy provided a sturdy half back line, and Luke Mc
Inerney, Niall Tobin and Tom Mc Carthy held their full back line very well, letting nothing past them. As the
backs continued to improve, midfielders Fionn O’ Sullivan and Robert Troy were causing damage throughout,
linking up well with both Charleville’s backs and forwards. O’ Sullivan assisted lots of quickfired points while
Troy ran from deep, selflessly giving the sliotar into the forwards. KIlmallock responded with a few quick frees,
but unfortunately for them, it was too little too late. Luiz Paulo ran straight through on goal, and missed but the
sliotar went over the bar in the end.Aaron Deane, Robert Carroll and Cian O’ Flynn came on and had a very
positive impact on the game. Rhys Dillon made some important saves throughout, and Kilmallock got a goal
towards the dying stages of the game. Charleville responded with points from Robert Carroll, Luke McInerney,
Luiz Paulo, Zack Biggane and Eoin O’Mahony. Once again, Dj Collins netted his last goal, bringing his personal
tally up to 5-02.
A great performance by the lads as Charleville CBS advance to the next round of Limerick Colleges on a final
scoreline of Charleville CBS 5-19 Colaiste Iosaef Kilmallock 1-08
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